
Meeting Date: 08/05/2014 15:30
Location: CERN 30-6-041
Link to Outlook Item: click here

Dear all,   

               This is our first CERN-BNL Vidyo meeting on the subject of Stochastic Cooling for 
Heavy Ions in HL-LHC, where we plan to work towards a feasibility test during Run 2.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/317281/   

Invitation Message

John Jowett (Meeting Organizer) = JMJ

Silvia Verdu Andres (Tentative in Outlook) = SVA

Fritz Caspers (Declined in Outlook)  =FC 

Rhodri Jones (Declined in Outlook) =RJ

'Blaskiewicz, Michael M' (Accepted in Outlook) = MB1

Woods, John J (Accepted in Outlook) 

Michaela Schaumann (Accepted in Outlook) =MS

Manfred Wendt  =MW
Mike Brennan = MB2
Lars Thorndahl =LT
Benoit Salvant =BS
Wolfgang Hofle =WH

Kevin Mernick = KM

Participants

Notes

15:30 - 15:50   Feasibility test recap 20'•

Speake
r:

Michaela Schaumann (Rheinisch-Westfaelische Tech. Hoch. (DE))

Materi
al:

Slides
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This defines locations of pickup and kicker cavities in IR4.   Choice of Beam 1 (blue bars).

MW:  "at Surface" not strictly necessary for all system components - it would be necessary to run cables hundreds of 
metres.  
Leads to discussion of locations. 

MB1: long cables might be replaced by optical fibre between network analyser and  power amplifier.    
Gating would have to be in tunnel.   
MW: proposes update of block diagram, showing which locations are in tunnel and to have a detailed description of 
what is needed for the experiment.  
WH: no access to underground areas, so network analyser etc must be on surface, coax down may be better done 
optically.   Required lengths can easily be > 300 m. 
Pulling of cables can only be in shutdown, maybe use existing cable/fibre if any available. If necessary pulling the cables 
has to be done soon.

MB2: no disadvantage of fibre

MW:  describes current signal transport and processing setup for Schottky.  This now ends in alcove UX47. Could put in 
electron-optical modulator to transmit to surface to see that signals are as expected. 
MB1:  hope last coax run from alcove (UX45, ~ 100 m, but cannot access during run) to Schottky 
MB2:  9 GHz signals could be transmitted by coax for 100 m, kicker is broad band, no dispersion issue 

Schottky pickup in tunnel, some gain and filtering on it•
coax to UX47 and electro-optical modulator, •
fibre to surface, •

MB1:  summarising 
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fibre to surface, •
Room at surface with photodiodes etc accessible at all times, network analyser•
Fibre back to tunnel•
Power amplifier close to kicker in tunnel •

JMJ: must keep in mind that the heavy ion run is short and we can only use a short time for beam tests.  
MS: seems better to make tests at injection, cooling effect more easily distinguished.  

   

15:50 - 16:10  Stochastic cooling kicker design for LHC 20'•

Speakers: Silvia Verdú Andrés (Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(US)), Michael Blaskiewicz (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Material:

MB1 presented a slide on behalf of SVA. 

R/Q is accelerator definition 

Next meeting MW will show data on pickup 

MB1:  requested documentation describing Schottky pickup: 
MW:  slotted waveguide  from Fermilab design by Dave McGuiness, overhauled from transverse to 
longitudinal 
Has 2 slotted waveguides
LT asks about design … 
MB1 to LT, not Faltin type but beautiful will give plenty signal 

MW not too many things to prepare, maybe fibre, need to develop proper engineering block 
diagram 

MB2 it would not be a big change to make it open/close for proton run.  
JMJ: to minimise concerns of machine protection, we aim to install the cavity during a short 
technical stop between p-p run and the start of the Pb-Pb run.  It can be removed during 
Christmas shutdown.  Aim for 2015 run or possibly 2016.

16:10 - 16:30  Discussion of next steps 20'
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16:10 - 16:30  Discussion of next steps 20'•

JMJ: Must check aperture at cavity location with new optics 

In response to question from MW, MB1 reports on informal discussions with FC at Erice, discussing 
principle of the simulations.     
FC now agrees could get cooling time of ~12 h.  

From <https://indico.cern.ch/event/317281/> 
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